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Abstract. We present graph-theoretic characterisations of three notions
of inefficiency arising in network models: edge-weakness in flow networks,
node-weakness in depletable channels, and vulnerability in traffic networks. Our characterisations lead to three polynomial algorithms that
check these forms of inefficiency. Furthermore, checking vulnerability also
leads to an advancement on the subgraph homeomorphism problem.
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Introduction

In this paper, we summarise a bunch of works [4, 3, 6, 5, 9] devoted to graphtheoretically characterise three notions of inefficiency arising in three network
models: flow networks, depletable channels, and traffic networks.
In the standard model of flow networks, where flows are constrained by
edge capacities, and in depletable channels, where flows are constrained by node
charges, inefficiency is related to the existence of non-maximum saturating flows.
Thus, a directed graph is said to be edge-weak (resp. node-weak) if there exists a
capacity (resp. charge) assignment to edges (resp. nodes) such that the resulting
flow network (resp. depletable channel) admits non-maximum saturating flows.
In the traffic network model for selfish routing, inefficiency is related to the
fact that removing edges can lead to networks with a lower latency for agents at
the Nash equilibrium (usually referred to as Wardrop equilibrium in this setting).
A directed graph is said vulnerable if there exists a latency function on edges
such that the resulting traffic network suffers from the so-called Braess-paradox:
the delay of agents in traveling from a given source node to the target node at
the Wardrop equilibrium can be reduced by removing edges. Interestingly, also
edge-weak and node-weak graphs can be made efficient by removing edges.
Here, we recall our graph theoretic characterisations edge-, node-weakness,
and vulnerability. These notions lead to three different classes of graphs in the
general case, whereas, in the acyclic case, node-weak graphs are a subset of edgeweak graphs, that in turn coincide with vulnerable graphs. Our characterisations
lead to three polynomial time algorithms that check whether a directed graph
is edge-weak, node-weak, or vulnerable.

2

Inefficiencies in Network Models

In the following, we will always consider st-directed simple graphs, i.e., graphs
without self-loops and parallel edges, equipped with a source node s (without
incoming edges) and a target node t (without outgoing edges).
In the standard model of flow networks [1], edges are endowed with capacities
and admissible flows can not exceed edge capacities. In the graph of Fig. 1(b),
two flow units can go from s to t, provided that one of them takes the path
s → u → t and the other one takes the path s → v → t. However, a flow of one
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Fig. 1. The Wheatstone graph W (a) and three models built upon W: a flow network
(b), a depletable channel (c), and a traffic network (d).

unit along the path s → u → v → t would saturate the net (i.e., no more flow can
be sent from s to t). This is inefficient, since not all possible flow is delivered.
We call edge-weak those graphs that, as W in Fig. 1(a), admit non-maximum
saturating flows for some capacity-to-edge assignments, as in Fig. 1(b).
In depletable channels [3], a model for energy consumption in wireless networks, each node u is equipped with an integer η(u) ≥ 0 representing its
depletable charge. Node charges constrain admissible flows: in the channel of
Fig. 1(c) (built upon W), nodes are labelled with their charge (‘◦’ stands for
‘unlimited’). As before, we can transmit two information units, or saturate the
net with one unit only. We call node-weak those graphs (as W) that admit nonmaximum saturating flows for some charge-to-node assignment (Fig. 1(c)).
In traffic networks [2], edges are labelled with latency functions, that models
agent delay along an edge in terms of its congestion, that is the flow on that
edge. Autonomous selfish users choose the faster path and the traffic stabilises
to an equilibrium of a noncooperative game, (Wardrop equilibrium). The traffic
network in Fig. 1(d) is built on top of W: two edges (u → t and s → v) cause a
delay of 1 regardless the flow on them; the edge (u → v) causes no delay; two
edges (v → t and s → u) cause a delay linear in the flow on them. Selfish users
control a negligible part of traffic ε and choose the quickest path p : s → u → v → t,
because there they experience a delay of 2 ε instead of 1 + ε experienced in other
paths However, this leads to the congestion of p: in a flow of value 1, at the
Wardrop equilibrium, all agents choose the path p and their delay is 2. This
is an equilibrium, since agents have no interest in deviating from their choice.
Paradoxically, if we remove the ‘ideal’ edge u → v, half of users will choose the
path s → u → t and half the path s → v → t resulting in a delay of 3/2. This
phenomenon has been known for a long time as Braess’s paradox [2], that occurs
when the equilibrium cost may be reduced by removing edges.
The property of a graph (as W in Fig. 1(a)) to lead, under some latency
function (as the one in Fig. 1(d)), to the possibility of experiencing the Braess’s
paradox has been called vulnerability in [11].

3

A Graph Theoretic Perspective

We have characterised node-weakness [4] and edge-weakness [5] in terms of minimal separators, and vulnerability [6] in terms of subgraph embedding.
A minimal vertex separator (mvs for short) [10] of an st–graph is a minimal
set of nodes whose removal disconnects s from t.
Theorem 1 ([4]). A directed st-graph G is node-weak if and only if there exists
a path from s to t touching some mvs of G at least twice.

As discussed in Sect. 2, the graph W in Fig. 1(a) is node-weak: indeed, the mvs
{u, v} is touched twice by the path s → u → v → t. By contrast, the graph C in
Fig. 2 is not node-weak, since its saturating flows have always value min{η(v1 ) +
η(v2 ), η(v3 ) + η(v4 )}: no st-path touches any of its mvs’s twice.
Similarly, a minimal edge separator (mes for short) of an st–graph is a minimal set of edges whose removal disconnects s from t.
Theorem 2 ([5]). A directed st-graph G is edge-weak if and only if there exists
a path from s to t touching some mes of G at least twice.
For example, the graph C in Fig. 2 is edge-weak, because if we assign capacity
0 to one of its two diagonal edges (v1 → v4 or v2 → v3 ) and 1 to all other edges,
we essentially obtain a flow network with the same flows as that of Fig. 1(b).
Indeed, the path s → v1 → v4 → t touches twice the mes {s → v1 , v2 → v3 , v4 → t}.
We have characterised vulnerable graphs as those graphs in which the pattern
graph W can be embedded. An st-embedding of W into an st-graph G is a
injective map ψ from nodes of W to nodes of G such that: (1) for all edges
u → v of W, there exists a path from ψ(u) to ψ(v) in G, (2) ψ(u) ; ψ(v)
and ψ(u0 ) ; ψ(v 0 ) are node disjoint paths (apart for their extremes) whenever
u 6= u0 or v 6= v 0 , and (3) there exist two (possibly empty) node-disjoint paths
in G from its source to φ(s) and from φ(t) to its target.
Theorem 3 ([6]). A directed st-graph G is vulnerable iff there is an stembedding of W into G. If G is vulnerable, then G is edge-weak.
The embedding ψ of W into the graph C in Fig. 2 that maps source into
source, target into target, u into v1 , and v into v4 induces the following mapping
of edges of W to disjoint paths of C (we denote sW and tW the source and
target of W, and the same for sC and tC ): {(sW → u, sc → v1 ), (sW → v, sc →
v2 → v4 ), (u → v, v1 → v4 ), (u → tW , v1 → v3 → tC ), (v → tW , v4 → tc )}. Here, the
paths from sC to ψ(sW ) and from ψ(tW ) to tC are both empty.
As shown in Sect. 2, the graph W is edge-weak, node-weak, and vulnerable.
Let us now consider graphs in Fig. 2. A is node-weak, because its mvs {u} is
touched twice by the path s → u → v → u → t. By contrast, A is not edge-weak
(and so neither vulnerable): its only mes’s are {s → u} and {u → t} and no path
passes twice through them. The graph B is node-weak and edge-weak because
of the path s → u → v → u → v → t that touches twice both the mvs {u} and
the mes {u → v}; however, it is not vulnerable, since there is no st-embedding
of W into it. As said above, the graph C is vulnerable and thus edge-weak, but
not node-weak. Finally, the graph D is not node-weak (its mvs’s are {s}, {u},
{v}, and {t} and no one of them is touched twice by a path) nor vulnerable
(there is no st-embedding of W into it), but it is edge-weak, because the path
s → u → x → y → x → y → v → t passes twice through the mes {u → v, x → y}.
In the general case, the inclusion diagram is depicted top-left in Fig. 2; if we
restrict our attention to directed acyclic graphs (DAG), the inclusion diagram
is depicted top-right in Fig. 2, as a consequence of the following result.
Theorem 4 ([5]). If an st-graph G is a DAG, then the following statements are
equivalent: (1) G is vulnerable; (2) G is edge-weak; (3) G is not two–terminal
series–parallel; (4) G contains a node-weak subgraph.
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Fig. 2. The inclusion diagram for general directed graphs (top-left) and directed acyclic
graphs (top-right). W is the Wheatstone graph from Fig. 1(a).
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Polynomial Detection of Net Inefficiency

Detecting Braess-paradox in a traffic network is an NP -complete problem [11].
We proved [4, 3] that computing the minimum saturating flow in depletable
channels is NP -hard (and the associated decisional problem is NP -complete).
This result can be easily adapted to flow networks. Stemming from our results
of Sect. 3, we succeeded in finding polynomial algorithms to check edge-weakness,
node-weakness, and vulnerability.
A trivial algorithm to check if a graph G is node-weak is to generate all its
mvs’s [10] and, for each mvs S check if there exists a path between two nodes of
S. However, the number of mvs’s can be exponential in |V |. In [4], we present a
polynomial algorithm that checks weakness by checking at worst O(|V |2 ) mvs.
Theorem 5 ([4]). Checking whether an st-graph G = (V, E) is node-weak can
be solved in time O(|V |2 · |E|).
The same algorithm to detect node-weakness can be adapted to edgeweakness, by letting mes play the role of mvs, thus proving the following.
Theorem 6 ([9]). Checking whether a directed st-graph G = (V, E) is edgeweak can be solved in time O(|E|3 ).
An st-graph is redundant if it contains redundant edges, i.e., edges that do
not belong to any simple path from s to t. For example, the graph B in Fig. 2 is
redundant because of the edge u → v. Redundant edges play no role in Wardrop
equilibria: removing a redundant edge from a graph G leads to a graph G0 that
is vulnerable if and only if G is itself vulnerable.
In [7], it was proved that vulnerable and not redundant graphs coincide with
two-terminal series-parallel graphs, and this implies the existence of efficient
algorithms to check if a non-redundant st-graph is vulnerable [12]. However, we
proved [6] that checking if a graph is redundant is itself NP -complete and thus,
checking preconditions of the algorithm proposed by [7] is computationally hard.
In [6], we presented an algorithm that works on any directed st-graph G. At
each main step, we analyse a cycle in G and either: (1) we remove a redundant
edge, thus breaking a cycle; or (2) we find an st-embedding of W. This process
always ends finding an st-embedding of W or in a DAG G0 that is vulnerable iff
G is vulnerable; and the vulnerability of G0 can be checked in linear time.

Theorem 7 ([6]). Checking whether a directed st-graph G = (V, E) is vulnerable can be solved in time O(|V | · |E|2 ).
The algorithm for checking vulnerability can be adapted to the homeomorphic subgraph problem without node mapping. In general, this problem is NP complete [8], except when, as W, the pattern graph has all nodes with degree at
most 3. In this case, some pattern graphs are known for which this problem is
polynomial. We have added the pattern graph W to this family.
Theorem 8 ([6]). Checking whether a directed graph G = (V, E) contains a
subgraph homeomorphic to W can be solved in time O(|V |3 · |E|2 ).

5

Open Problems

We conclude by singling out some interesting open problems. First of all, it would
be interesting to investigate if our graph theoretic characterisations and the
corresponding polynomial algorithms can be extended to the multi-commodity
model, where several source and target nodes are present.
Another issue is efficiency of our algorithms. Are they optimal? Which are
lower-bounds of checking node-, edge-weakness, and vulnerability?
Finally, it would be interesting investigating a general algorithm for checking
the subgraph homeomorphism problem for all pattern graphs with at most 3 as
node degree, at least for patterns that are, as W, st-graphs.
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